
Abraham Lincoln's Proclamation of Thanksgiving

The Proclamation entailed much more than simply scheduling a date for celebration; it held profound
significance given its timing during one of the country's most challenging periods - the Civil War. Through
his eloquent words, Lincoln sought to unify and heal the war-torn nation with sentiments of collective
gratitude and peace. He declared the last Thursday in November as 'a day for thanksgiving and praise'. His
call emphasized unity, inviting every American home to join in acknowledging their blessings despite
widespread hardship and strife that had befallen them due to civil unrest. Thus Abraham Lincoln’s
Proclamation transformed Thanksgiving from intermittent regional observances into an official national
holiday steeped in shared values and patriotic spirit.

 

The Influence of Sarah Josepha Hale on Lincoln's Decision

Hale wrote countless letters to politicians imploring them to recognize Thanksgiving officially at the federal
level. Her persistent lobbying efforts culminated in a direct appeal letter written in September 1863 to
President Lincoln himself. Recognizing her passion and convinced by her compelling arguments about
bringing healing amid division through shared celebration, Lincoln issued his Proclamation just one week
after receiving her letter. Therefore, it was Hale's tireless advocacy that played an instrumental role in
prompting Abraham Lincoln towards making Thanksgiving a permanent national holiday.

 

Thanksgiving as a Tool for National Unity during Civil War

By using this proclamation during one of the most challenging periods in US history, Lincoln deftly turned
attention away from war towards shared blessings and gratitude - elements intrinsic to human bonding
regardless of political or ideological divides. In essence, his establishment not only gave Americans reason
for communal merriment but also subtly reminded them about their collective responsibility towards national
preservation and harmony amidst civil unrest.

 

Lincoln's Vision for Thanksgiving: A Unifying Tradition

Lincoln’s foresight allowed him to use this holiday as a unifying tool that would transcend generations.
Today, more than 150 years later, his vision holds true; Thanksgiving continues to be celebrated nationwide
irrespective of regional or political divides. It is safe to say that Lincoln's establishment of Thanksgiving has
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stood the test of time by becoming one of America's most cherished traditions that still serves its original
purpose - bringing people together under shared feelings of gratitude and national pride.

 

The Lasting Legacy of Lincoln’s Thanksgiving Proclamation

This lasting legacy is not confined solely within American borders. Over time, Thanksgiving has gained
global recognition with several other countries adopting similar celebrations – each adapted according to
their unique cultural context yet fundamentally rooted in expressing gratitude collectively. Thus Lincoln's
Thanksgiving Proclamation can be seen as a powerful societal instrument that has left profound impact on
both domestic front and international stage.

 

Impact of Lincoln's Role in Modern Thanksgiving Celebrations

Lincoln's influence extends beyond just the domestic sphere. His proclamation laid down a universal
blueprint that celebrates harmony and appreciation - ideals which resonate globally today. Countries around
the world including Canada, Germany, and Japan have similar holidays inspired by Thanksgiving where
people pause from their regular routines to share meals together and express gratitude - an enduring testament
to Lincoln's vision.
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